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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

drug allergies, over- and under-doses, and drug–drug interactions (DDIs).3 Many hospitals elect to have all or a large percentage of available medication alert rules of all severities
activated when they implement an EHR, all but guaranteeing a
system with high sensitivity and low specificity. As a result,
care providers (eg, physicians, nurse practitioners) and pharmacists receive frequent alerts, most of which are not clinically
relevant. In response, providers and pharmacists appropriately
override most alerts. However, providers and pharmacists who
encounter high rates of medication alerts may exhibit alert

Computerized provider order entry in electronic health record
(EHR) systems has been identified as one of the interventions
with the greatest potential to reduce medication errors and associated harm in the pediatric inpatient setting.1 Clinical decision support (CDS) during medication order entry, which is
increasingly provided in the EHR, can reduce errors and harm
throughout the prescribing process.2 Interruptive medication
alerts (ie, ‘pop-up’ alerts) are a commonly implemented form
of CDS that notify users about potential adverse outcomes from
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Objective To develop and evaluate an electronic dashboard of hospital-wide electronic health record medication alerts
for an alert fatigue reduction quality improvement project.
Methods We used visual analytics software to develop the dashboard. We collaborated with the hospital-wide Clinical
Decision Support committee to perform three interventions successively deactivating clinically irrelevant drug–drug
interaction (DDI) alert rules. We analyzed the impact of the interventions on care providers’ and pharmacists’ alert and
override rates using an interrupted time series framework with piecewise regression.
Results We evaluated 2 391 880 medication alerts between January 31, 2011 and January 26, 2014. For pharmacists,
the median alert rate prior to the first DDI deactivation was 58.74 alerts/100 orders (IQR 54.98–60.48) and 25.11 alerts/
100 orders (IQR 23.45–26.57) following the three interventions (p <0.001). For providers, baseline median alert rate
prior to the first round of DDI deactivation was 19.73 alerts/100 orders (IQR 18.66–20.24) and 15.11 alerts/100 orders
(IQR 14.44–15.49) following the three interventions (p <0.001). In a subgroup analysis, we observed a decrease in
pharmacists’ override rates for DDI alerts that were not modified in the system from a median of 93.06 overrides/100
alerts (IQR 91.96–94.33) to 85.68 overrides/100 alerts (IQR 84.29–87.15, p <0.001). The medication serious safety
event rate decreased during the study period, and there were no serious safety events reported in association with the
deactivated alert rules.
Conclusions An alert dashboard facilitated safe rapid-cycle reductions in alert burden that were temporally associated
with lower pharmacist override rates in a subgroup of DDIs not directly affected by the interventions; meanwhile,
the pharmacists’ frequency of selecting the ‘cancel’ option increased. We hypothesize that reducing the alert burden
enabled pharmacists to devote more attention to clinically relevant alerts.
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alerts occurs when clinicians voluntarily elicit alerts that will
fire for that patient should they proceed with signing or verifying. In our system override reasons are required for maximum
dose and drug allergy alerts, but not for DDI and duplicate
medication alerts.
Prescribers have all alert actions available to them. Within
the alert window, a prescribing clinician has the option to
‘remove’ or discontinue medications contributing to the DDI,
maximum dose, or duplicate alert. Alerts are also specific to
the ordering session, so should the same alert be triggered for
the same patient or prescriber at a later date in a separate session, it would fire regardless of what actions were taken
previously.
In the pharmacists’ workflow, local scope of practice does
not allow pharmacists to enter or discontinue orders, so their
actions are limited to override, view, and cancel. In addition, if
interacting medications are being verified in the same session,
a pharmacist will only see a DDI alert once for the pair.
Pharmacists are also able to see the actions taken by prescribers when the alert appears in the verification process.
We recognized the risk of removing perceived safety measures from our hospital’s EHR even if that risk was deemed
less than that of widespread alert fatigue. Therefore, we
consulted hospital stakeholders prior to establishing our medication alert quality improvement initiative: the CDS Committee,
Patient Safety and Quality, Clinical Pharmacy, Medication
Safety, Therapeutic Standards, Risk Management/Legal,
Clinical Informatics Council, and the Enterprise Analytics and
Reporting Group.

fatigue, potentially missing or overlooking important, clinically
relevant alerts that can prevent adverse drug events and
harm.4,5
In response to this problem, we initiated a quality improvement project to reduce the volume of clinically irrelevant alerts.
To facilitate alert analysis and evaluate our progress, we recognized the need for frequent ‘self-service’ comprehensive
access to this complex and very large dataset in near real time,
without having to continually rely on information services support staff to run static queries that would need to be combined
manually. Thus, we devised an automated, user-friendly,
data analysis software tool—a visual analytics dashboard—to
facilitate both the operational work and subsequent analysis.6

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Setting
This cross-sectional study was performed between January
31, 2011 and January 26, 2014 at The Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia, an urban, tertiary care children’s hospital with
535 beds. The Institutional Review Board at The Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia approved the study protocol. Our development team consisted of experts from pediatrics, clinical
informatics, data analytics, and pharmacy.
The hospital implemented a new inpatient EHR (Epic
Systems, Verona, Wisconsin, USA) in January 2011. Based on
recommended interaction severity and documentation level filtration settings, approximately 3549 of the available 4033 DDI
alert rules from a third-party vendor (Medi-Span, Indianapolis,
Indiana, USA) were implemented for pharmacists along with
the new EHR, while a substantially fewer 1351 rules were implemented for inpatient providers. Within each DDI described
by the vendor is a set of rules that specify the medications that
are included in that particular class as well as the formulations
and routes. Many of these rules are dynamic, subject to periodic updates by the database vendor. After the implementation,
care providers and especially pharmacists experienced a sharp
increase in the number of medication alerts, some categories
of which were overridden more than 90% of the time. This
high false-positive rate was not surprising, as both the thirdparty medication alert and the EHR vendors recommended relatively high sensitivities by default (presumably as a safety
measure). At our institution there was growing concern, however, that the frequent irrelevant alerts would impair pharmacists’ and providers’ ability to discern valid, clinically relevant
alerts.
In our EHR, all alerts including allergy, maximum dose, duplicate medication, and DDIs for a single ordering session are
displayed in one window. A single medication order can generate multiple alerts that are counted separately in this dataset
even though they are delivered within the same window. For
example, if five alerts in the context of one ordering session
were presented in the same window, all five would be counted
as individual alerts. Alert actions include ‘override’, ‘cancel’,
‘remove’, or ‘view’. Alerts in the window can be overridden
with a single button or the clinician can cancel the window to
return to their ordering or verification session. ‘Viewing’ of

Dashboard development
We developed the secure, cross-platform, web-accessible,
visual analytics dashboard in five steps. First, we wrote
Structured Query Language queries to retrieve the necessary
data elements from the EHR relational reporting database (Epic
Clarity) within enterprise visual analytics software (QlikView,
Radnor, Pennsylvania, USA). This allowed us to access all
alerts as long as they occurred at least 24 h earlier. We merged
over 50 conventional relational database tables into a single dimensional model.7 Exploratory data analysis was the second
step of the dashboard creation process. Visual summarizations
(eg, histograms, box plots) of the data were created to improve
our understanding of the data structure, as well as to perform
data validation and integrity checks. The third step of dashboard creation was the data modeling process. Data transformation and further validation were performed concurrently
during the third step. Counts of alerts and medication orders
were validated using static vendor supported reports. The
fourth step—information visualization—consisted of constructing a highly interactive user interface that adhered to seminal
visualization principles in order to achieve graphical excellence
and integrity.8 This step included selecting the appropriate colors, minimizing ‘chart junk’ (eliminating distractors within each
chart), determining the proper data density, and adhering to an
aesthetically pleasing ‘golden rectangle’ interface design
layout.6 Lastly, the fifth step, usability testing, consisted of
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end-users interacting with a ‘live’ dashboard and then providing feedback that influenced the dashboard’s design and
function.
Initially the dashboard was validated and used by our inpatient EHR leadership, who reviewed and discussed findings collaboratively with the CDS committee. The committee consisted
of clinicians and pharmacy representatives who further explored and refined the approach. Preliminary clinical questions
included determining medication alert volumes and override
rates for each medication alert type (DDIs, allergy, maximum
dose, and duplicate medication alerts), along with particular
patient and clinician characteristics to explore relationships
within the data. Based on this exploration, we prioritized DDIs,
which comprised the highest volume of alerts in the inpatient
EHR system, in particular for pharmacists.
Intervention phases
A June 2011 review of the dashboard prototype revealed
that providers and pharmacists were experiencing a high
prevalence of two DDI alerts for benzodiazepines and traceingredient ethanol. There was clear consensus to deactivate
these clinically irrelevant alert rules for our first intervention
(intervention 1). Going forward, the CDS committee concluded
that a rigorous and systematic workflow was needed to further
identify and deactivate clinically irrelevant DDIs. The CDS committee prioritized intervening upon the most frequently firing
DDI alerts to achieve the greatest impact on alert fatigue. There
was general communication about the project before the second intervention sent via institution-wide email announcements, but the specific alert rules were not mentioned and
there was no formal education of the staff after any of the
interventions.
Using the dashboard to identify the most frequently triggered DDIs, a group of 10 pediatric clinical pharmacists then
conducted a comprehensive, literature-based review of select
additional DDIs to determine if removal was warranted. The
clinical pharmacists were divided into pairs; each pair was
assigned a different set of DDIs to review. Each team member
independently reviewed the Medi-Span DDI monograph; this included a list of offending agents, the mechanism of interaction,
management options to mitigate the interaction, and supporting
literature. The clinical pharmacists then determined the clinical
relevance of each DDI. Due to contradictions noted between
available tertiary references and third-party DDI vendors, each
Medi-Span monograph’s severity level and proposed management strategy was then compared to Lexi-Comp (Lexi-Comp,
Hudson, Ohio) and Micromedex (Thomson Micromedex, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, USA).9 When necessary, primary literature
was reviewed to aid in assessing the clinical relevance of specific DDIs. If a DDI alert was deemed to be clinically insignificant, it was recommended to deactivate the alert rule so that
the alert no longer fired. Override rates did not factor into removal decisions due to the presumed state of alert fatigue.
In the event that team members disagreed upon the clinical
significance of their assigned DDI, the alert rule was presented
to the entire clinical pharmacy group for discussion until a

Statistical analysis
We identified two groups of alerts for analysis: all medication
alerts and ‘untouched’ DDI alerts (alerts that remained active
and unchanged throughout the entire study period). This second cohort of alerts was of interest because we hypothesized
the untouched alert override rate would decrease due to a reduction in alert fatigue from clinically irrelevant alerts, thereby
allowing pharmacists and providers to pay more attention to
clinically relevant ones.
We evaluated the following longitudinal measures among
both pharmacists and providers: (1) alerts per 100 medication
orders, (2) ‘untouched’ DDI alerts per 100 medication orders,
(3) overrides per 100 alerts and per 100 untouched alerts, (4)
‘cancel’ actions per 100 alerts and per 100 untouched alerts,
(5) ‘remove’ actions per 100 alerts and per 100 untouched
alerts, and (6) ‘view’ actions per 100 alerts and per 100 untouched alerts. We compared baseline median rates and IQRs
to median rates and IQRs following three intervention rounds of
DDI deactivation, and tested for statistical significance using
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. To arrive at the weekly proportions
in the figures, we calculated the overall proportions for that
week. For the pharmacist overrides per 100 alerts, we took the
total number of overrides (as well as cancel and view actions)
for the week divided by the total number of alerts for the week
and multiplied by 100. For the provider overrides per 100
alerts, we took the total number of overrides (as well as cancel,
remove, and view actions) for the week divided by the total
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consensus agreement was reached. Any controversial alerts
were discussed with the physician group that would most commonly encounter the DDI alert to ensure that the most likely
end users were in agreement regarding the alerts’ significance.
For example, the potassium-sparing diuretics and potassium
supplements DDI alert rule was discussed among the Divisions
of Cardiology and Nephrology and determined to be of clinical
significance; this alert remains an active, interruptive alert to
encourage providers to monitor serum potassium levels. All
recommendations were then presented to the CDS committee
for approval.
The CDS committee evaluated two sets of removal recommendations from the Clinical Pharmacy group. The second
round of deactivation of select DDIs occurred in December
2011 (intervention 2, see online supplementary appendix) and
the third round took place in March 2012 (intervention 3, see
online supplementary appendix). During both of the formal
reviews, the visual analytics dashboard was referenced extensively and projected on a screen for all of the meeting attendees to review. The dashboard enabled the team to filter
and examine the alert data according to patient location and ordering provider type, and to determine which specific medication orders triggered the DDI alerts. Following CDS committee
review and subsequent approval, our institution’s Therapeutic
Standards Committee acted as the final arbiter of the removal
of clinically irrelevant alerts. Only DDI alert rules were removed
during this process; no other systematic changes were made
to any other alert types during this time.
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number of alerts for the week and multiplied by 100. We used
piecewise linear regression models to estimate slopes by the
predefined intervention’s phases. Statistical significance was
defined at p <0.05.
As a balancing measure, we monitored the hospital incident
reporting system that tracks patient safety events related to
medications and near-miss rates throughout the intervention
period. At our institution, a medication serious safety event
(SSE) is defined as class G (‘An error occurred that may have
contributed to or resulted in permanent patient harm’) or
greater, in accordance with the National Coordinating Council
for Medication Error Reporting and Prevention (NCC MERP)
Medication Error Index.10 Our monthly medication SSE rate is
calculated by dividing the rolling 12-month sum of medication
SSEs by 10 000 adjusted patient days.

the central display region and are accessible via open item selectors, drop-down menus, and a date range selector slider
(figure 1). Medication alert and override rates, alert types, and
various patient and care provider characteristics can be displayed, explored, and selected at a particular time point or
across a user-defined time interval using the filters and limits.
The dashboard also enables the user to explore the data in
granular detail via a wide range of tabular and graphical display
formats (eg, time series, heat maps, small multiples).
As the first intervention, we deactivated two benzodiazepine/ethanol DDI alert rules (intervention 1). During the second
and third rapid-cycle improvement stages (interventions 2 and
3), 42 and 19 DDI alert rules were deactivated, respectively. A
table listing the deactivated DDIs is available as online supplemental digital content. These changes primarily impacted pharmacists, since the majority of the deactivated DDIs were not
firing for prescribers due to previously discussed severity
settings.
We evaluated 2 391 880 medication alerts presented to
physicians and pharmacists between January 31, 2011 and
January 26, 2014. For pharmacists, the baseline median alert
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The resulting visual analytics dashboard user interface consists
of a central display region with tabular and graphical data representations. A variety of relevant filtering options frame

Figure 1: The visual analytics dashboard user interface consists of a central display region with tabular and graphical data
representations, as well as a variety of relevant filtering options framing the central display region.
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(slopes) during each intervention period using piecewise linear
regression analysis as shown in table 1.
The hospital’s medication SSE rate decreased from 0.18
events per 10 000 adjusted patient days before the study
period to 0.08 after the study period. No SSEs were reported
for the medications associated with the deactivated DDI alert
rules.

rate prior to the first round of DDI deactivation was 58.74
alerts/100 orders (IQR 54.98–60.48) and 25.11 alerts/100 orders (IQR 23.45–26.57) following the three interventions
(p <0.001). For providers, baseline median alert rate prior to
the first round of DDI deactivation was 19.73 alerts/100 orders
(IQR 18.66–20.24) and 15.11 alerts/100 orders (IQR
14.44–15.49) following the three interventions (p <0.001).
For pharmacists, baseline median override rate prior to the
first round of DDI deactivation was 95.14 overrides/100 alerts
(IQR 94.16–95.46) and 84.38 overrides/100 alerts (IQR
83.04–85.44) following the three interventions (p <0.001). For
providers, baseline median override rate prior to the first round
of DDI deactivation was 84.22 overrides/100 alerts (IQR
83.27–85.69) and 84.91 overrides/100 alerts (IQR
83.96–85.21) following the three interventions (p ¼ 0.16).
Figures 2 and 3 show the weekly override, cancel, remove,
and view rates per 100 orders. In a subgroup analysis, we observed a decrease in pharmacists’ untouched override rates for
DDI alerts that were not modified in the system from an average rate of 93.56 overrides/100 alerts to 85.71 overrides/100
alerts, a decrease of 7.85% (95% CI 6.63 to 9.07%,
p <0.001). In the subgroup, the decrease in pharmacists’ override rates coincided with increased rates of cancel actions
taken by pharmacists, while view rates remain unchanged; ‘remove’ actions taken by providers did not change during the
study period (figure 3). In week 65, coinciding with a system
upgrade that included numerous user interface changes, the
number of alerts ‘viewed’ by providers decreased to zero and
the total alert ‘view’ rate for pharmacists increased. Of note,
the view rate for the untouched pharmacy subgroup analysis
remained constant (figure 3). We estimated the change in rates

DISCUSSION

Figure 2: Mean weekly provider and pharmacist alerts per 100 orders (includes drug–drug interactions (DDIs), allergy,
maximum dose, and duplicate-medication alerts).
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We developed a visual analytics dashboard that facilitates the
continuous, dynamic monitoring of EHR medication alerts and
providers’ and pharmacists’ responses. The dashboard was
and remains an integral part of a hospital quality improvement
initiative to customize a commercial rule base by deactivating
clinically irrelevant alert rules in the interest of improving medication safety and reducing alert fatigue. The dashboard was
particularly helpful when we looked at the high frequency alerts
in a specialty area versus in a trainee or non-specialty environment. For example, we found while using the dashboard that
the DDI alerts for methotrexate and steroids (or Bactrim) were
firing with a high frequency for oncology providers. The dashboard helped us to quickly discern that the alert was also
appearing for trainees and non-oncology areas, so lacking the
ability to filter by specialty we refrained from deactivating that
particular alert rule.
Our study produced three key findings. First, the dashboard
was an effective tool for informing and monitoring the impacts
of the three successive interventions phases that resulted in
reductions in pharmacists’ alert and override rates. Second,
the reductions were not dangerous or harmful; there were no
reported medication safety events associated with the 63
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Figure 3: Mean weekly override rates for pharmacists and providers during the study period. The two graphs on the left
side show the override rates for all medication alerts for both care providers and pharmacists. The two graphs on the right
side show the pharmacists’ and providers’ override rates for the ‘untouched’ drug–drug interaction (DDI) alerts that were
active and unmodified throughout the study period.

RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
deactivated DDI alert rules. Third, pharmacists’ override rates
of untouched DDIs decreased as their alert burden was reduced. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that
pharmacists experienced a reduction in alert fatigue due to an
improvement in the EHR alert system’s signal-to-noise ratio.
Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces and has been utilized to
evaluate large, complex datasets in a variety of fields, including
11–13
epidemiology, genetics, and immunology.
The dashboard

that we created enabled us to determine and analyze the millions of rows of alert data to answer the CDS committee’s
questions in minutes, rather than days using the manual database query method. Utilizing the dashboard for visual analysis,
we quickly identified decreases in alert and override rates for
pharmacists, our intervention target. Neither of these results
was surprising, since we knew that the potential impact on
alert volume was significant and that inactivated DDI alerts
tended to have higher rates of override. Visual analytics was
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Table 1: Pharmacists’ mean override rate and estimated slope of rate change for untouched DDIs at
baseline and during each intervention phase
Intervention phase

Mean
override
rate

95% CI

Slope (per year)

95% CI

Slope
p value

Baseline

93.56

92.95 to 94.17

Increasing 3.08%/year

7.51% to þ13.67%

After intervention 1,
before intervention 2

89.58

88.40 to 90.77

Decreasing 15.87%/year

22.11 to 9.63%

<0.001

After intervention 2,
before intervention 3

84.12

82.43 to 85.82

Decreasing 17.58%/year

36.31 to þ1.16%

.066

After intervention 3

85.71

85.17 to 86.25

Decreasing 0.81%/year

1.74 to þ0.12%

.087

.57

A slope p value less than 0.05 denotes a slope that is significantly different from zero (a flat line).
DDI, drug–drug interaction.

We confirmed our hypothesis after our analysis showed a decreased override rate in untouched DDIs after deactivating clinically irrelevant alert rules. The steepest decrease in override
rates for unchanged DDIs occurred surprisingly following the
removal of two alert rules during intervention 1, and not after
interventions 2 and 3 when a far greater number of alert
rules were deactivated. The cause of this finding is unclear.
The minimal change in prescriber override rates following the
first intervention was likely due to prescribers seeing fewer
alerts at baseline and presumably experiencing less alert fatigue than the pharmacists. While the observed decrease in
override rates for the untouched DDIs was not very large, we
speculate that this work might be an incremental step toward
identifying empiric alert rates at which clinicians experience
alert fatigue.
This study had several limitations. First, the visual analytics
dashboard was developed for use with our hospital’s EHR. Our
results may not be fully generalizable to hospitals using EHR
systems that differ from ours. Second, while the visual analytics dashboard enables the user to detect medication alerts with
high override rates, the dashboard does not help to detect and
add missing relevant alerts. Third, while we did not see an
increase in the incidence of medication safety adverse events
after deactivating alerts, the risk remains that an adverse event
will occur that a deactivated alert would have prevented.
Moreover, we relied on reported patient events as our balancing measure, which only represent a fraction of actual medication related safety events.24 However, NCC MERP has stated
explicitly the limited utility of using medication error rates to
compare healthcare organizations.25 Fourth, this study was a
quality improvement effort in a live, uncontrolled environment
that included numerous EHR upgrades and patches that may
have impacted our results without our knowledge. Fifth, our
analysis of the DDI override and alert rates did not include subgroup analysis based on DDI severity rankings, as our local
review of the DDI rules brought the reliability of these rankings
into question. Thus, the severity rankings alone did not factor
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also critical in the important exploratory step of analyzing the
untouched DDIs, in the pre-intervention period, which would
otherwise have required complex database queries using SQL.
High EHR alert burden is a common issue in hospitals.
Many use a third-party medication alert database for quick deployment and to avoid the significant resources required to
manage alert content locally. However, these products are designed to be as sensitive as possible, often with poor specificity
and high false positive rates, especially for specific populations
such as children.14,15 Comparisons of DDI alerts with manual
checking by clinical pharmacologists showed that CDS software performs poorly due to over-alerting.16,17
Alert fatigue has been implicated as a potential unintended
consequence of alerting systems with high sensitivity but poor
specificity. In response to the large number of inappropriate
‘noise’ alerts, clinicians override many alerts and are at risk of
alert fatigue—the neglect of ‘signal’ alerts that are intended to
prevent errors and adverse drug events.4,5,18 Prior work has
identified key areas for improvement of DDI alert fatigue, such
as optimizing the quality of the alert display, refining the identification of clinically significant alerts, and reducing signalto-noise ratios.19,20 Work is ongoing at other institutions to
establish standards and best practices for the clinical content
of DDI alerts, yet most reports of such efforts in the literature
have not included the use of pediatric medication recommendations and guidelines, and thus bear minimal overlap with our
customization efforts.5,21 Standards are beginning to emerge
and of note we did not deactivate any of the DDI alerts from the
Children’s Hospital Association’s core list of 19 high value DDI
alerts.22 Until standards become clearer and more widely
implemented by vendors, however, institutions must rely on
local, manual reclassification of DDI alert rules to develop CDS
systems with higher specificity and less frequent overalerting.15,23
We suspected a decreased burden of nuisance DDI alerts
(ie, ‘noise’) would result in a change in the pharmacists’ responses to the alerts that remained in the system (ie, ‘signal’).
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

into the decision on whether a DDI was a candidate for
removal. However, severity was taken into account during
pharmacy’s analysis. Furthermore, we did not review medical
records to determine the actions the providers or pharmacists
took after viewing a DDI alert (eg, ordering an electrocardiogram after overriding the alert for co-administration of 2 QTinterval-prolonging agents). If a prescriber overrode the alert
but then shortly thereafter discontinued an order in a subsequent activity, then clearly behavior was affected yet our analysis as reported would not capture that possibility. Lastly, while
we assert that the dashboard improved the efficiency of our operational work, we neither utilized objective measures of efficiency, nor conducted a parallel control arm with the manual
database query method to quantitatively assess the amount of
time that was saved by using the dashboard.

Supplementary material is available online at http://jamia.
oxfordjournals.org/.
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CONCLUSIONS
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We have shown that it is possible to safely reduce the medication alert burden by systematically deactivating clinically
irrelevant alert rules while concurrently monitoring for medication-associated harm. Hospitals may find implementing a dashboard like ours useful when performing quality improvement
customization of medication alert rules and developing a prospective strategy for alert management. We have also shown
preliminary evidence of a decrease in pharmacist override
rates with a concomitant increase in pharmacists selecting the
‘cancel’ option for alerts that remained constant throughout
the study period (the untouched alerts). This could represent
a reduction in alert fatigue due to an improvement in the
signal-to-noise ratio. Further research will be necessary to investigate this issue.
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